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ABSTRACT 
We present a novel, haptic multilayer interaction approach 
that enables state transitions between spatially above-
screen and 2D on-screen feedback layers. This approach 
supports the exploration of haptic features that are hard to 
simulate using rigid 2D screens. We accomplish this by 
adding a haptic layer above the screen that can be actuated 
and interacted with (pressed on) while the user interacts 
with on-screen content using pen input. The haptic layer 
provides variable firmness and contour feedback, while its 
membrane functionality affords additional tactile cues like 
texture feedback. Through two user studies, we look at how 
users can use the layer in haptic exploration tasks, showing 
that users can discriminate well between different firmness 
levels, and can perceive object contour characteristics. 
Demonstrated also through an art application, the results 
show the potential of multilayer feedback to extend on-
screen content with additional widget, tool and surface 
properties, as well as for user guidance.  
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Figure 1. Our new FleXurface multilayer system consists of a stretchable flexible surface (a flexible haptic layer) suspended 
above a tablet display (a rigid screen layer). The flexible layer enables exploration of, or guidance within, haptic features of 
the interactive content displayed on the tablet. (A) The bars (light grey) stretch the flexible surface to change its haptic 
properties, which can be further augmented through vibration (dark grey: speaker, vibrotactor). (B) The user can press down 
on the flexible surface to explore the haptic properties. (C) This enables the simulation of, e.g., different brushes (firmness) 
and paper surfaces (texture, through vibration).  
 
 
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION  
In everyday life, we regularly explore different kinds of 
haptic properties. For example, we interact with a wide 
variety of buttons, nobs and tools, which have each a 
distinct shape and feel. Not only does this “look-and-feel” 
provide cues on how to operate a specific control or tool, it 
may also help us to use tools eyes-free [8]. Haptic feature 
exploration typically includes the probing of kinesthetic 
and tactile cues such as texture, firmness, temperature, 
weight, enclosure and contours [46]. During real-world 
interaction, we might explore haptic features constrained 
by a surface. Often these features are related to material 
properties, e.g., texture [47]. However, we might also 
explore features in a more spatial manner. For example, we 
might pass our finger across the contour of an object or 
experience the springiness of an elastic tool, such as a brush 
(Fig. 1 and 2). Some material probing tasks also exhibit 
limited spatial characteristics, e.g., we press down on a 
surface to experience its firmness through displacement of 
the material and/or the finger that explores the material 
[24].  
Haptic features have been shown to improve user 
performance [40]. Tactile cues – which can substitute 
kinesthetic ones – can enhance performance [6], improving 
expressiveness [4,75], perceptual accuracy and non-
ambiguity [50]. However, not all haptic properties can be 
transferred during sensory substitution [35]. The rigid 
nature of a tablet screen further limits exploration of spatial 
and elastic properties. The question thus is, how one can 
support haptic feature perception during tablet interaction. 
Multilayer haptic interaction [74]. In this paper we 
present a novel multilayer interaction approach for pen-
based tablet interaction. A haptic layer supports the 
exploration of haptic features and direct manipulation of 
(visual) screen content. We use an actuated haptic layer 
suspended above a tablet screen (spatial “flexible haptic 
layer”, above-screen), which the user interacts with via a 
non-tethered pen (Fig. 1, 4). Visual content on the tablet 
screen (constrained “rigid screen layer”, on-screen) is 
aligned with the haptic layer.  
We control the firmness of the flexible haptic layer by 
stretching it, affording variable compliant haptic feedback 
[38,69] without the need for sensory substitution (Fig. 1, 4). 
We also use the membrane properties of the haptic layer to 
relay vibration, typically in cohesion with audio cues. 
Previous work has shown high relevance of vibro- and 
audio-tactile cues for improving performance 
[6,29,51,52,59,62,79]. The motivation for combining audio 
and tactile cues is that perception research has shown that 
sound can enhance touch perception [23,66], e.g., during 
mobile [31] and haptic interaction [19], and specifically also 
for texture perception [41], which is highly relevant for the 
art application presented in the second half of this paper.  
Due to the gap between the flexible haptic layer and the 
tablet screen, the tracked pen can be pressed down towards 
the screen. As such, we support non-tethered spatial 
exploration of the trackable space above the 2D display, 
while still enabling haptic feedback on the pen. Users can 
easily transition between both layers, as with sufficient 
pen pressure the haptic layer under low tension can touch 
the rigid screen. The transition between flexible and rigid 
states is an important feature of our approach: such 
transitions are often used by engineers and designers 
during device, tool and system usage, see a discussion about 
state changes and shape-changing interfaces in [20]. 
Our new multilayer system supports the exploration of 
material and spatial haptic features in both flexible and 
rigid “space”. With our system, we can simulate firmness 
and shape contours using the spatial and flexible 
characteristics of the haptic layer. We can also simulate 
texture using the membrane’s properties, which can 
generate spatial feedback, as the surface moves slightly 
with vibrations (Fig. 8C/D). However, our approach can also 
simulate other material properties, such as the continuous 
feedback associated with soft tools (Fig. 1). Finally, the rigid 
layer (tablet screen) displays the visual output and is used 
for direct manipulation, while it can also constrain pen 
 
 
Figure 2. Button example for multilayer interaction: (Left) traditional mobile interaction, where clicking a button on a screen 
only affords constrained feedback (in comparison to real interaction) as the button cannot be depressed – only a click sound 
or vibration can be provided; variable compliant haptic exploration allows perception of button properties in 3D space 
(“spatial haptic layer”), before the selection (clicking) of the button on the rigid screen (layer), which constraints the 
downward motion once the button has been selected, similar to a spring button (Right). In the latter example, variable 
compliant and constrained feedback are used to transition between flexible and rigid states.  
 
motion to a 2D plane. We thus can mimic a real-world 
event, such as physically pressing a soft or “spring-force” 
button before actually activating that button, i.e., state 
transitions between flexible and rigid states (Fig. 2). Below, 
we will show that the haptic cues afforded by our system 
have high relevance for interaction and illustrate the 
different dependencies between the feedback layers. We do 
so through two user studies and an exemplar art 
application.  
RELATED WORK 
Above-display and mid-air feedback. The interaction 
space above displays has been explored in various “hover 
space” approaches [2,12,54,64]. Haptic feedback to hands in 
mid-air has also been studied, using ultrasound [10], air 
[43,70] or magnetic fields [58,81]. Our approach opens a 
new kind of multilayer interaction space, extending 
previous above-the-table multilayer approaches [74] by 
adding the exploration of haptic properties in the spatial 
flexible haptic layer. In contrast to both non-contact-based 
and mechanically linked systems, our system extends hover 
space approaches through contact-based variable compliant 
haptic feedback. We principally divide above-the-display 
space into digital (virtual) and physical space. Hover space 
generally explores digital objects in a digital space, whereas 
our work looks at digital objects in a physical space.  
Deformable surfaces. Researchers have studied general 
interaction metaphors with deformable materials [32,49,68], 
the use of electromagnets [33] or bendable materials, 
including paper [22] or silicon(-like) materials [28], and 
simulating variable compliance on rigid screens [38]. 
Flexpad used a tracked flexible and highly deformable 
surface [71]. However, results were strongly tied to specific 
tasks and not easily generalizable. Deformable and 
projectable variable compliant surfaces have been explored 
[60], but were not always well-controllable [61]. Other 
kinds of materials, including sand and fluids, have also been 
studied, but are also difficult to control [20]. In contrast, 
jamming interfaces [20] and Tablehop [67] provide flexible 
and shape-changing user interfaces with controllable 
material stiffness (firmness), which are also suitable for 
mobile devices [20]. This approach illustrates some of the 
potential of haptic feedback through controllable stiffness. 
Similar feedback has also been explored in mechanical 
actuation for handheld squeezing [25], bendable screens 
[72], and mouse-like interfaces [57], as well as medical skin 
simulation [3,42]. We progress beyond the state of the art 
through advances in actuation of a flexible surface and 
combining the tension feedback with rigid and audio-tactile 
cues to enhance 2D interaction.  
Audio-tactile. Our work is also related to various studies 
that looked at tactile technologies [27]. Currently, tactile 
cues are almost exclusively based on vibration [29]. They 
often are employed to reduce visual or auditory attention, 
enabling eyes-off interaction, as they operate in a separate 
perceptual channel. Here, visual information is often 
translated into tactile cues, a process known as sensory 
substitution [35]. Vibrotactile cues have been shown to 
improve task performance [62], for example for virtual 
keyboards [6] or button “clicks” [21]. Some studies also 
demonstrated task performance improvements under 
cognitive load [51]. Vibrotactile cues have also been used to 
simulate various surfaces [29,65,73], friction characteristics 
[52,59], and rims associated with surface textures [39]. 
Furthermore, an increase in vibration feedback has been 
shown to increase perceived softness [79]. Finally, adding 
audio cues to tactile or haptic feedback has been studied, by 
looking at which modality works best for widgets [30] or 
shapes [9], or to guide users, e.g., in 3D environments 
[55,56]. Other studies looked into the interplay of audio and 
haptic cues for touch screen interaction [77]. Our work 
advances the current state of the art by investigating how 
tactile and audio-tactile cues can be used in combination 
with a flexible surface.  
Pen interaction. Haptic and tactile cues have been 
explored in pen interaction on screens [13,48,80], including 
those that provide non-controllable, sideways elastic 
feedback [26]. Pen-based tactile cues improve user 
performance (affected by a learning-curve [51]), especially 
for smaller targets [63]. General interaction with 
touchscreens [11,45,48], or artistic and writing applications 
[4,13,18] and education [53] have been explored. These 
systems often provide feedback similar to haptic mice [1] or 
pens for spatial interaction [17,37,44]. Finally, there are 
some handheld (joystick-scale) devices that provide texture 
[5] and variable compliant haptic [78] feedback, but these 
are not useable for tablet interaction. Our work differs 
substantially from the various haptic pens that have been 
proposed previously. Such pens often require physical 
 
 
Figure 3. Stress-strain curves at 3 measured positions (1,2,3). 
Due to symmetry, positions 1 and 4, and 2 and 5 produce 
approximately the same results.  
 
contact with a rigid screen to explore physical aspects, or 
only provide basic force feedback while being operated in 
mid-air. In essence, it is very difficult to afford our form of 
combined haptic feedback into a pen in a small form-factor: 
most pens only support a subset of our functionality, and 
are often tethered.  
SYSTEM  
The main premise behind our system, called FleXurface, is 
the combination of a transparent, variable-tension flexible 
material with a tablet computer. By stretching the flexible 
material, we can achieve different levels of tension. The 
tablet screen is used for information display, interaction 
purposes, and for rigid feedback (Fig. 1, 4). The physical 
system consists of high-density wood and 3D printed parts 
that hold the various actuators. The system is driven by a 
Unity3D client-server system. The server, the tablet, 
communicates with the client, a Windows 10 laptop 
computer, over Wi-Fi. The various actuators, i.e., the servos 
(servomotors) and the vibrotactor, are controlled by the 
laptop through an Arduino Mega. 
Display. For the main display we use a Samsung Galaxy 
Tab 8 tablet, which offers an 8” touch screen. It natively 
supports interaction through a pen, the S-pen (which has 93 
ms latency, see our discussion section), as well as through 
direct contact using fingers. The pen’s 2D location relative 
to the screen can be tracked if the pen-tip stays within 
approximately 12 mm of the display. As the S-pen is 
pressure sensitive, we measure the relative pressure placed 
on the tip of the pen for interaction purposes. Pressure 
sensing is reliable at all tension levels: measurements were 
made at 6 mm penetration depth under all tension levels 
(Fig. 3). For example, we are able to trigger a button 
feedback reliable at the same penetration depth under all 
tension conditions, which is important for replicability.  
Flexible haptic layer. We use a fully-transparent 0.8 mm 
silicon sheet as the actuated flexible surface (Silex 
Superclear 40 shore). It is glass-clear so that the content 
presented on the tablet screen is fully visible. The flexible 
material is mounted between two bars, which stretch the 
material over the tablet display. Orthogonal to the flexible 
material, a bendable ultra-thin plastic layer is mounted so 
that it lies directly on top of the flexible material. This is the 
layer that the pen presses directly on. This layer is necessary 
to protect the flexible material and to reduce friction with 
the pen: the flexible material itself presents too much 
friction, which makes sliding with the pen difficult. The 
plastic layer is fixed on the sides using highly flexible 
neoprene, which allows this layer to flex together with the 
flexible material. The material is wider than the display area 
to avoid the appearance of wrinkles. During our 
experiments, no such wrinkles appeared over the display. 
The gap between the flexible surface and the display is 
10 mm. In the studies, users looked almost straight down at 
the screen, limiting any potential parallax effects caused by 
this gap and we did not observe any negative effects. While 
parallax could be an issue for precise interaction with 
angled viewpoints, we can also point out that parallax 
effects are implicitly mitigated once the user presses the pen 
down towards the rigid display surface for direct 
manipulation of screen content. The gap between the 
flexible surface and the display is small enough to still 
enable us to track the pen reliably while it moves above the 
screen. Thus, the user can press the pen against the flexible 
surface without directly touching the screen and interact 
with the system.  
The bars stretching the flexible surface are connected to 
four digital servos mounted underneath the surface onto 
which the tablet is mounted, through 0.5 mm nylon cables. 
The cables are tensioned between the bars and the digital 
servos by tiny adjustable spanners. The digital servos (Align 
DS655) are operated at 6 V over an external power supply 
that can drive the servos to their full extent at about 2 A per 
servo. The servos can theoretically move 60° in 0.06 sec but 




Figure 4. (Top) Schematic side view of the FleXurface 
system, showing the pulling mechanism to change the 
surface tension, (Bottom) explosion diagram of all system 
components. Transparent objects are further instances of 
the main “highlighted” functional components.  
 
operated in unison. The tension is defined by the servo 
angle and stretch. In comparison to the neutral position 
where the flexible surface is flat (at around 2 mm stretch, 
65°), the surface can be stretched up to 12 mm (at 130° servo 
angle). The “sweet spot” of the system is roughly between 
2 mm and 11 mm stretch. To reduce the noise of the servos, 
which is audible during usage, we created a box-shaped 
“sound cover” with sound-damping material. This much 
reduces the higher frequency sounds of the servos (Fig. 5). 
The whole system was calibrated as described below.  
The flexible haptic layer can be used in two modes: static or 
dynamic. When static, the servos build up surface tension 
before the pen enters the flexible haptic layer and retain the 
tension irrespective of user action. In contrast, dynamic 
tension is changed upon user events. In general, two kinds 
events can trigger tension changes in our system: pressing 
(“pushing a button”) or sliding events (“moving over a GUI 
element”). Increasing the tension of the flexible material 
moves the pen away from the display, as the pen is forced 
upwards (Fig. 8B). 
Tactile cues using membrane properties. Another 
noteworthy feature of the flexible material is that it serves 
as a membrane: as the surface is under sufficiently high 
tension, relayed vibrations can be sensed well when the pen 
is in contact with the swinging flexible material. 
Surprisingly, vibrations can even be sensed when the 
membrane is under low tension and touches the tablet 
screen. To explore the potential of such vibrotaction, we 
mounted a small speaker and a vibrotactor beside the tablet 
(Fig. 4). We connected the solid membrane of the 
loudspeaker to the flexible surface through a rubber ring on 
top of the speaker membrane. Thus, we can not only play 
audio, but have also the flexible surface function as an 
extended speaker membrane, even when it touches the 
tablet screen. Similar to previous work [44] and depending 
on the waveform, the flexible surface will vibrate (swing), 
providing tactile cues in unison with audio feedback, which 
can be sensed through the pen (see Table 1). As such, 
rendering tactile properties of textures is straightforward. 
The speaker is driven by a tiny 3W mini amplifier and 
connected to the tablet line-out. This audio can normally be 
heard well, unless headphones are worn (during our 
experiments). For tactile feedback independent of audio, we 
employ a Precision Microdrives 12 mm / 3 mm pancake 
vibrotactor (with 1.3g). Note that the embedded 
loudspeaker of the tablet cannot directly provide 
vibrotactile feedback as it is not connected to the flexible 
material. Also, we can use the tablet vibrator when the 
system is used in “rigid mode” and pilot testing revealed 
that this vibration is perceived well, too. 
STUDY 1: FIRMNESS SIMULATION 
In our two user studies, we explored the potential of the 
haptic layer to convey different haptic properties that can, 
for example, be associated with different object materials, 
shapes or tools [47]. In study 1, we looked closely at the 
perception of firmness, while study 2 investigated contour 
properties. Our haptic feedback was decoupled from visual 
feedback in our studies, to avoid this potentially 
confounding factor. 
To characterize how well users can perceive and 
differentiate between different tensions of the flexible 
haptic layer, in study 1 we performed a just noticeable 
difference (JND) experiment, a regularly used task to assess 
how well users can differentiate between cues [34]. The 
following research question (RQ) motivated us to explore 
this perceptual dimension:  
RQ1: What are the just noticeable differences (JNDs) in 
firmness perception while pressing or sliding? 
We performed two pilot studies. The first pilot was used to 
fine-tune the apparatus, identify technical issues, and test 
the parameters of the main study. The second pilot was a 
finger-based JND experiment with the same design as study 
1. While we cannot track the finger through the flexible 
surface, we trained users to press the same distance down 
as in the main experiment (6 mm protrusion). Eight persons 
(2 females) aged 23-65 (M = 35.4, SD = 16.4) participated in 
the pilot study. They had all used a pen-tablet sometimes 
(75%) or frequently (25%) before. For comparison, we also 
include these results in Fig. 6. The Weber fraction for finger 
sliding (9%, JND 0.31N) proved to be better than the pen. 
However, the press actions were far worse (24%, JND 
0.40N). This underlines why we chose to focus on pen- 
instead of finger-based interaction.  
 
 
Figure 5. Apparatus with sound / visual cover (Left), top and 
side/top view of setup showing art application (Right).  
 
Apparatus. The apparatus was used in landscape mode 
(Fig. 5). Users wore noise-cancellation headphones playing 
white noise to remove any potential confounds from 
external audio cues. In addition to the sound cover, a second 
box was placed over the setup, which fully obscured the 
bars or vibrotactor movement. The outside of the box was 
covered with soft fabric, and users could rest their palm or 
arm on that cover.  
Calibration. To calculate the pressure distribution, we 
performed multiple calibration steps. In a first step, we 
mounted a pressure sensor (Interlink 402) with a small disk 
similar to the pen-tip diameter in a mechanical contraption 
and measured the pressure at the five locations depicted in 
Fig. 3, at 6 mm protrusion depth. We then adjusted the 
tension on the servo cables such that positions 1 & 4, as well 
as 2 & 5 had comparable pressure profiles. As the display is 
not centered underneath the flexible material due to the 
need for further actuators (loudspeaker and vibrotactor), 
locations 1 & 4 and 2 & 5 produce slightly different forces 
(see Fig. 3). We measured pressure at the full tension range 
of the flexible material and calculated both the stress-strain 
curves and pressure accordingly. For this, we pressed the 
pressure sensor onto a scale, to correlate pressure to force. 
Then, we mounted the S-pen in the mechanical contraption 
and measured the pen-tip pressure again under the full 
tension range, at the middle position (number 3). The pen-
tip was also matched with a force profile using the 
aforementioned method. Position 3 was used as main 
feedback area in our user studies. To avoid mis-calibration 
or bias, the top plastic layer was fixed during both 
calibration and studies.  
Design. Study 1 followed a standard two alternative forced 
choice (2AFC) staircase protocol for calculating JNDs, 
where users had to compare two different tensions, stating 
if they felt different or the same [16,34]. The staircase 
protocol was used to identify at which threshold the users 
could still just feel a difference, by iteratively increasing or 
decreasing the tension around the threshold. Users 
performed the protocol for both pressing and sliding 
separately, as both are different variable compliant haptic 
events typical for interaction with FleXurface. Both 
pressing and sliding tasks were repeated two times. The 
base tension (“standard value”) was chosen at 2 mm stretch 
(65° servo angle), where the surface is flat. The staircase 
procedure started at 10 mm stretch (110°) and went down 
in 5° steps, until no difference could be felt between the 
“standard” and “comparison” value. As can be seen in Fig. 
3, this step size produces fairly linear tension (N) 
differences. From then on, we used 1° steps to adjust the 
simple up-down staircase procedure. The procedure was 
stopped after 50 steps, or 12 reversals. We chose 110° 
(1.63N) as the starting point, as it offers a tension clearly 
different from 65° (0.74N). On the screen, a button was 
shown at position 3 (Fig. 3) that either had to be pressed, or 
slid over. For sliding, a marker was moved along the button 
that the user should follow, starting at 1.4 cm to the left of 
the button and ending 1.4 cm right of it. Pressing and sliding 
was performed at 6 mm surface protrusion. When the 
correct pen penetration depth was achieved, we indicated 
this through a color change (button or moving marker 
turning green). We implemented this feedback by reading 
the pen tip pressure and comparing it to the calibration 
measurements. During pressing tasks, users had to lift the 
pen completely from the surface between press actions. 
Between displaying different simulated buttons, the 
pressure was set to neutral before setting the tension again, 
to avoid potential visual cues based on the motion of the 
flexible surface. After pressing or sliding, users had to 
indicate if they could detect a difference or not, by pressing 
a button on the screen. After the study, a questionnaire 
recorded subjective ratings for the system, with a 5-point 
Likert scale. 
Results and discussion. The sample was composed of 12 
participants (one female), with an age range of 20–39 years 
and an average of 28.67 (SD = 5.94). Most had normal vision, 
but 4 persons wore glasses or contact lenses. The majority 
had at least some experience with pen-based tablets, with 9 
participants who used them sometimes (75%) and 2 
frequently (16.7%). Subjects could differentiate well 
between tensions for press and slide actions. Based on the 
results of the experiment (see Fig. 6), we calculated the point 
of subjective equality and the JND threshold, according to 
[34], to define the Weber Fraction (WF). The average WFs 
were 16% for pen slide (JND 0.24N) and 19% for pen press 
(JND 0.28N). These results are in line with Jones et al. [34], 
who report firmness (stiffness) experiments that are in the 
15-22% WF range. Intriguingly, participants could 
differentiate a bit better between tensions during sliding 
compared to pressing. Based on the JND results, we can 
support at least 4 differentiable firmness levels within the 
tension range of our current device. Note that during 
 
 
Figure 6. Psychometric curves (forces in N). Finger 
press/slide depict results of the pilot study.  
 
sliding, users perceived stimuli twice, when entering and 
exiting the button, which may have affected the outcome.  
We report here only the most salient results from the 
questionnaire analysis. The results indicated that the 
system was easy to use and to learn for sliding (M = 4.25, 
SD = 0.45; resp. M = 4.42, SD = 0.51) and for pressing 
(M = 4.58, SD = 0.51; resp. M = 4.5, SD = 0.67). Participants 
were neutral about the white noise sound they heard during 
the experiments (M = 3.10, SD = 1.50) but stated that the 
servos could not be heard. Moreover, participants did not 
feel frustrated by the task (press M = 3.58, SD = 1.31; slide 
M = 3.67, SD = 1.07), felt confident operating the system 
(press M = 4.08, SD = 0.79; slide M = 4.0, SD = 0.85), and 
could sense the haptic cues well with the pen (press 
M = 3.67, SD = 1.07; slide M = 3.58, SD = 0.9). In general, 
ratings ranged from neutral to positive for both conditions.  
What does the JND and variable compliant feedback 
range imply? Through the flexible surface we offer 
continuous variable compliant feedback that, in terms of 
forces, lies in the continuum between very soft mid-air 
feedback, such as provided by ultrasonic soundwaves [10], 
and the more firm, solenoid-based or vibrotactile feedback 
provided by non-tethered haptic pens, such as [11,37,45,48]. 
The feedback range can be best understood by the different 
sensations perceived when touching the human skin at the 
hand at different places. It depicts both softness and the 
capability to retake shape (“spring back”) to its original 
shape. While requiring further investigation, we also 
assume the feedback, being variable compliant and soft, can 
potentially be associated with different kinds of materials, 
ranging from soft fabrics to rubber or silicone.  
STUDY 2: CONTOUR SIMULATION  
In our second study, we explored how the combination of 
the membrane functionality and flexibility of the material 
can be used to simulate contour aspects. Our study extends 
the initial exploration by Kim et al. [39] on using tactile cues 
to simulate rims on flat, rigid surfaces. We hypothesized 
that rim gradient perception decreases as a function of the 
speed of tension adjustment, where we expect that higher 
tension and shorter vibrotactile cues would lead to the 
perception of sharper rims, as vibration feedback adjusts 
softness perception [79]. 
RQ2: Do users attribute different combinations of 
tension change and vibrotactile cues to different object 
contour aspects, like shapes and gradients of button 
rims? 
The study focused on the effect of different cue 
combinations (variable compliant, audio, vibration) on the 
resulting percept of different GUI button rim shapes and 
gradients. It employed a 3 (amount of tension change) x 3 
(speed of tension change) x 2 (vibration durations) factorial 
design, resulting in 18 distinct combinations. The amount of 
tension change was 10° (2 mm stretch), 30° (6 mm stretch), 
or 50° (10 mm stretch). Excluding the duration of the actual 
actuation, the speed of tension change was either “instant” 
(without additional delay) or was delayed by 100 or 200 ms, 
while the vibration duration was either 150 or 250 ms. The 
pancake vibration element provided the vibration pattern. 
For every combination, users had to judge both the gradient 
of the rim (one of 3 gradients, from almost flat to steep) and 
the shape of the rim, being either smooth (rounded) or 
sharp (edgy). Similar to study 1, users moved the pen along 
a line at a constant speed and we displayed the button 
contour options (but not the actual haptic button) during 
that action. After finishing each trial, participants had to 
select the perceived gradient and shape of the rim (forced 
choice, see Fig. 7). The study used the same setup as the first 
one. Results and discussion. 12 participants (5 female) took 
part, with ages ranging from 24 to 64 years (M = 35.25, SD 
= 13.55). One participant frequently used pen-tablets (8.3%), 
seven sometimes (58.3%), and four not at all (33.3%). 
Perception of both sharpness and gradient aspects of button 
rims was affected by cue combinations, supporting shape 
recognition. However, such combinations have limits, as 
the kind of rim and gradient cannot always be easily 
separated. We used GEE analysis to examine the influence 
of the speed of the change in tension, amount of tension 
change, the vibration duration, and interactions on the 
shape choice. The choice between smooth and sharp rims 
was influenced by the amount (Wald’s c2(2) = 11.26, 
p = .004) and the interaction of the amount and speed of 
tension change (c2 (4) = 19.24, p = .001) but not by vibration 
duration (c2(1) = 0.009, p = .923). For gradients, the analysis 
revealed a significant influence of the amount 
(c2(2) = 23.13, p < .001) and speed of tension change 
(c2(2) = 16.49, p < .001) and the interaction of amount and 
speed (c2(4) = 10.98, p = .027). Vibrotaction showed no 
significant effect.  
 
 
Figure 7. Contour experiment screen. Areas indicated by 
blue legends for illustrative purposes: start, feedback, and 
end areas at the top, and enlarged hard/smooth rim 
response buttons (with + sign) in the bottom half. 
 
We had initially hypothesized that rim gradient perception 
would decrease with slower tension speed adjustment. 
Conversely, higher tension and shorter vibrotactile cues 
would lead to the perception of sharper rims. Our results 
show that the perception of smooth rims with low gradients 
is enhanced by changing the tension only a little (2 mm 
stretch), independent of the speed of change. The 
perception of sharp rims can be enhanced by a large tension 
change (10 mm stretch), which is further strengthened 
when this change occurs instantly. Medium gradients are 
perceived when applying medium and higher tension 
changes. The perception of a high gradient was enhanced 
only slightly with an instant high-range tension change 
(10 mm stretch).  
The results from the questionnaires indicated that users had 
to concentrate on the task, in particular on the vibration. 
While this contrasts with previous work by Kim et al. [39], 
we point out that they coupled tactile cues to a rigid, not a 
flexible surface, and we attribute this result to the 
dampening inherent in a flexible surface.  
We again report only the most salient insights for the 
analysis of the questionnaire data. Participants stated that 
their required concentration level was high for the rim 
study (M = 4.33, SD = 1.15), which is in line with our 
expectations, as this perceptual task requires users to pay 
close attention. Some subjects also noted specifically that 
the multitasking nature of some tasks, i.e., the requirement 
to attend to different cues, was challenging. The mean 
confidence level for operating the system for all trials was 
neutral, M = 3.09, SD = 0.73. Although participants mostly 
agreed that the system was easy to use and to learn (mean 
ratings ≥ 4), they did not agree that perceiving audio-tactile 
(press and slide) and vibrotactile cues (rim classification) 
was easy (press: M = 2.0, SD = 1.04; slide: M = 2.17, 
SD = 1.34, rim: M = 2.17, SD = 1.19). Consequently, ratings 
for the usefulness of the cues were also somewhat low. We 
expect that for easier tasks, ratings would be higher, as the 
pilots showed that, in principle, vibro- and audio-tactile can 
easily be noticed. Overall participants stated that they could 
receive cues through the pen well but felt neutral about rim 
classification.  
What do the results of audio-tactile sensations imply? 
While the perception of the stimuli for rim detection 
requires concentration, the cues may prove useful for more 
general indications, such as hand guidance or display of 
warnings. We explore the potential for such indications in 
our art application.  
MULTILAYER INTERACTION DESIGN SPACE: CUES 
AND THEIR APPLICATION  
The FleXurface system does not only support the 
exploration of materials and spatial haptics that we use in 
real life [40,47], but also the elasticity that simulates haptic 
aspects of, e.g., tools. Here, we will discuss how the pen can 
be actuated, and how actuation – including flexible and 
rigid state transitions – can be used within a sample art 
application. Finally, we discuss higher-level functionality. 
How can the pen be actuated? Our system can provide 
different kinesthetic, tactile, and auditory cues (Fig. 8 A-E). 
Different levels of firmness can be simulated (A), which can 
be sensed by the user when pushing the pen downwards, 
until it touches the screen. The tension can also be changed 
suddenly, providing an upward force (B) that moves the pen 
away from the tablet. Due to the addition of the vibrotactor 
and speaker, vibration and combined sound/vibration cues 
are available (C, D). Alternatively, the variable compliant 
surface can be lowered so that the pen can operate directly 
on the rigid surface of the screen, while its motion is 
constrained on that 2D surface (E). These cues are 
comparable with cues provided in mobile devices, e.g., 
[6,39,52,62,79], but are here directly coupled to the feedback 
provided through the flexible haptic layer. 
Art application. We developed an art application (Fig. 9) 
to illustrate the capabilities of our system. The art 
application enables the user to draw and paint with 
different media (oil and watercolor painting with different 
brush types, drawing), by adjusting the “feeling” of the 
different tools (e.g., brush type versus pencil) and surface 
properties (e.g., paper roughness). Thus, the application 
actively uses the transition between flexible and rigid states. 
The user can experience the different media by adjusting the 
haptic simulation. We also explored a novel widget, namely 
a haptic slider. The slider allows the user to tune tool 
 
 
Figure 8. Feedback types afforded by our FleXurface 
system through different forms of actuation and the 
flexible (A-D) or rigid state (E) of the system.  
  
 
(brushes) and surface (paper roughness) settings, while 
immediately and directly feeling the effect. Upon a change 
of slider position, we directly map the value to the tool 
property being manipulated to the haptic layer and thus 
actuate the pen while it slides over the flexible surface. The 
flexible haptic layer plays a pivotal role in the application, 
by changing between the “fully flexible” state (simulating 
watercolor and oil paint brushes in our application) and the 
“rigid” state, where the flexible surface touches the rigid 
display of the tablet. The latter allows for a pen-on-paper 
feeling that is distinctively non-flexible. All tools actively 
make use of the pressure sensitive tip to change line/stroke 
thickness. Through vibration, we can simulate paper texture 
roughness during painting, by playing the sound and 
vibration associated with the tool-paper contact (using 
colored noise). Finally, we demonstrate an active form of 
guidance, through a painting-by-numbers example. This 
painting approach – often used by kids – has colored areas 
with strict boundaries, where paint is to be applied only 
within the borders. We provide guidance through the 
contour simulation method (study 2) to indicate when a 
boundary is being crossed. Early feedback from five users 
showed that the art application can be used well, and offers 
a more natural “feeling”, in particular when using the paint 
tools. Also, the guidance method was found to be an 
interesting and useful aid.  
What are the dependencies between the two layers? 
The two layers are directly dependent on each other during 
most interactions and afford transitions between flexible 
and rigid states. However, their dependency can differ. The 
flexible haptic layer is predominantly used for haptic 
feedback, while the rigid screen layer mainly serves for the 
display of visual content. Direct manipulation can occur 
both in the haptic layer (pen pressure) or on the rigid layer 
(touch and pen pressure). Interaction with both layers can 
be performed serially, in parallel, or partly independent 
(Fig. 10). We expect that in most cases and before 
manipulating on-screen content, the user will, at least 
quickly, explore additional material or spatial haptic 
features of displayed content in the haptic layer, e.g., button 
properties, which corresponds to serial usage. On the other 
hand, both layers can be used in a parallel, coupled manner, 
for example when a tool is used continually, e.g., during 
painting, or when a widget such our haptic slider is used. 
Finally, the haptic layer can also be used partly independent 
of the tablet screen, e.g., when the system is used eyes-free 
[8,36]. Here, haptic features serve as the main interaction, 
independent of visual feedback and solely through pen 
interaction. In most cases the visual display serves as 
reference point for feedback in the flexible layer. As visual 
and haptic feedback are aligned, feedback will likely be 
mentally integrated, as predicted by the visual-haptic 
integration theory [76]. Yet, the flexible haptic layer can 
also serve as reference point for the visual display, guiding 
user actions. This might be useful to guide the user along 
 
 
Figure 9. Art application: rigid and variable compliant 
(flexible) states simulate different tools. The paint-by-
numbers application displays upward force to warn users 
when passing over a boundary of an area.  
 
 
Figure 10. Multilayer dependencies: transitions between flexible and rigid states / layers in different kinds of haptic-feedback 
supported tasks. Note that in the partly independent task visual feedback is left out deliberately, to support eyes-off 
operation. Still, in many application scenarios, the sliders would also be visualized.  
 
the spatial layout shown on the visual display, e.g., while 
moving among different menu structures. Finally, while the 
rigid screen layer is mostly used for visual feedback and 
direct manipulation, it can constrain the interaction 
volume. 
What is the higher-level functionality afforded by the 
system and how can an interface designer use it? The 
art application illustrates how we can map pen actuation to 
functionality. Here, we will discuss the higher-level 
affordances of our FleXurface system, as summarized in 
Table 1. Based on the material properties of our flexible 
surface, haptic exploration is bound to the simulation of soft 
deformable materials, not unlike [60], yet more 
controllable. Even more so, the coupling of both (a) the 
speaker and vibrotactor and (b) the rigid surface of the 
tablet screen affords a number of cues that map well to 
application requirements. Thereby, feedback of our flexible 
haptic layer resides in the continuum between the very light 
mid-air feedback, such as provided through ultrasound 
feedback [10], and the firmer haptic feedback associated 
with rigid display interaction, e.g., via haptic pens. Our type 
of variable compliant haptic feedback superficially 
resembles earlier work by Chu et al [14], who used a haptic 
mouse wheel to communicate conviction using force, where 
greater conviction requires greater force. 
Interface designers can take advantage of the variable 
compliant feedback to enhance widget interaction, such as 
buttons and sliders. Selection of widgets is supported by 
measuring pen-tip pressure, or by pressing the pen down to 
touch the rigid surface. The different levels of softness could 
be used to design menu systems with different functional 
groupings, e.g., by adding to or complementing visual 
groupings [7]. Stiffer feedback could also be used to make 
potentially harmful delete actions harder to perform. On the 
other hand, physical button contours can be used to support 
eyes-off operation of a system. Although the system is not 
mobile yet, our flexible haptic feedback functionality could, 
e.g., be used to support control of a cellphone in the users 
pocket, where audio and vibration could be used to provide 
selection cues (“clicks” [31]).  Such properties would be 
explored by the user by serially interacting with both layers. 
The flexible haptic layer can also support novel widgets. In 
our art application, we show a haptic slider, where tool or 
surface changes can be experienced immediately during 
sliding. Interface designers could use such sliders in cases 
where direct feedback about the effect of a change selected 
through a slider is important.   
Tactile or kinesthetic cues enhance the operation of tools 
that exhibit “elastic” properties. Such cues can enhance the 
experience and potentially also performance with such 
tools [4,75], as these cues provide indications of the real-
world haptic properties that help the user understand how 
the tool performs while using it. We highlighted the 
potential of such cues in our art application, where the 
experience of different brush properties subjectively 
enhanced interaction.  
Our system can also render other kinds of surface 
properties, through firmness and audio-tactile feedback. 
Different textures could be useful in the design of novel 
menu systems where not only color but also texture is used 
to highlight functional groupings. Other application 
domains include surface simulation in simulation systems, 
e.g., to simulate skin, while the addition of other surface 
characteristics, e.g., to simulate friction, is a potential area 
for future follow up. 
Table 1 – Non-visual cues and their characteristics. Average latencies were measured at all 5 display locations (Fig. 3). 
Latencies exclude the pen latency, which is about 95 ms.  
Actuator Actuation Latency Pen 
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Finally, the system can be used for guidance. Simulated 
rims [39] or textures, but also other sudden changes of 
feedback, such as an abrupt upward force, can be used to 
display a warning or to guide hand motion. As an example, 
by moving the pen upwards, users could be warned about 
potentially harmful implications, e.g., on a “delete all” 
button. 
LIMITATIONS  
While FleXurface supports a large set of haptic cues, it still 
only supports a subset of all possible haptic features. For 
example, weight, temperature and volume are not 
supported in the current system. Temperature feedback 
could be quite easily integrated into the pen using a Peltier 
element. But weight could be challenging to simulate 
without tethering. Furthermore, while the contour 
simulation mostly depends on rims, it lacks the volumetric 
information that can also be used for contour detection. 
Moreover, FleXurface can simulate only a limited range of 
variable compliant stiffness (roughly 0.7N to 1.6N). With the 
current technical design, it would be difficult to simulate 
much firmer materials, as the servos will not be able to 
actuate such a material. Also, the current surface material 
does not support direct finger interaction, as it blocks 
capacitive sensing. Other flexible surface materials could be 
used to simulate different ranges of softer materials, as long 
as the material is transparent. Perceiving textures through 
the flexible surface material likely has some limitations as 
the material absorbs vibration differently under different 
tensions (especially when it touches the rigid display), 
which warrants further study. Finally, while the sound of 
the servos could not be heard during experiments due to the 
headphones, it might have to be blocked by other means for 
situations where headphones are not an option.  
The pen latency of the current implementation is also a 
potential issue but can be improved by using more recent 
systems that have lower latency, e.g., the Microsoft surface. 
As we noted before, to avoid this potentially confounding 
factor, our haptic feedback was decoupled from the visual 
feedback in our studies. Still, the latency was rarely noticed 
in our art application, as painting movements were rather 
deliberate and slow. Furthermore, there is no servo latency 
for continuous static feedback, e.g., while using a brush. 
This may be similar to other haptic exploration tasks, such 
as pressure sensing and contour exploration, which are 
typically performed more slowly [46]. Finally, while our 
users experienced cognitive load, we could not yet clearly 
identify the source. As such, it is an issue that warrants 
further research.  
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we presented a multilayer feedback approach 
for pen-based tablet interaction. To our knowledge, 
FleXurface is the first system that demonstrates combined 
kinesthetic (variable compliant), tactile, and rigid feedback 
in a unified system for pen-based tablet interaction. Most 
other systems simulate only single haptic properties, in part 
through sensory substitution. For pen-based technologies, 
haptic feedback tends to be hard to achieve without 
tethering the pen, a problem we overcome with FleXurface. 
Overall, we report on the following contributions: 
(A) Multilayer haptic interaction approach: We 
presented a novel haptic pen-based tablet interaction 
approach that affords the exploration of haptic features, 
e.g., firmness, contours, and texture, through a flexible 
haptic and a rigid screen layer. The user can seamlessly 
transition between flexible and rigid states with the 
untethered pen. We showed how cues can be applied and 
combined to elicit different widget, tool and surface 
properties, and also for guidance.  
(B) Flexible haptic layer properties: We characterized 
the perceptual properties of the flexible haptic layer 
through two user studies that investigate different haptic 
features. In our first study, we performed a JND experiment 
to assess how well users can perceive tension (firmness) 
differences. The identified JND for pressing and sliding 
identify four differentiable tension (firmness) levels for our 
system. In our second study we explored how the 
membrane properties of the flexible haptic layer can display 
shape cues (rim/contour aspects). We showed that a higher 
tension range and velocity can simulate sharper and steeper 
button rims, while lower tension was perceived as smoother 
and flatter rims.  
(C) Application: Through an art application, we showed 
how the different feedback possibilities afforded by the 
multilayer approach of FleXurface can enhance interaction, 
illustrating the potential of the system.  
What are future directions? The art application is a good 
example of the different ranges of feedback that FleXurface 
supports. We assume that similar feedback mechanisms can 
also be deployed in other contexts. For example, 
accessibility might be increased by our extended widget 
feedback and guidance mechanisms, as FleXurface may ease 
interaction when operating under constrained visual 
conditions. Furthermore, we believe that the system can 
also be used in applications that simulate soft variable 
compliant material, including, but not limited to, medical 
applications that deal with skin. These directions are an area 
of future work. 
Previous work has also shown that tactile cues can improve 
performance with widgets [6,15,21,51], similar to how 
haptic feedback is used in machinery design [8]. As we do 
not have to substitute haptics (kinesthetic cues) through 
 
tactile feedback, we assume that our multilayer approach 
can further enhance performance for such tasks and 
support higher accuracy. Though previous work shows 
initial positive indications [20], this latter aspect deserves 
further study, to show to what extent variable compliant 
haptic feedback is better than vibration-only feedback. 
Furthermore, previous work [42] indicated that haptic 
firmness discrimination performance could be improved 
when visual feedback is provided along with haptics, which 
is another venue for further study. While haptic cues work 
within the non-visual sensory channel, they also afford 
eyes-off interaction, another area that deserves follow-up. 
In addition, it will be interesting to assess to what extend 
the system can improve expressiveness [4,75].  
While the current setup has mainly been used to explore the 
design space of our multilayer approach, miniaturization 
would be necessary to use our system in the mobile domain. 
A potential solution is the usage of deflection rollers to 
wrap the material more effectively around the display with 
smaller servos. Another option is to use quieter linear 
actuators. An additional direction we are currently 
following up is to lower the system into a table, making the 
whole setup a tabletop system where the hands can rest on 
the table surface. Finally, while the pen interaction has 
shown good performance, finger input did not always 
produce satisfactory results in our pilot JND study, 
especially for press actions. Yet, finger input is clearly an 
interesting direction to explore, as sliding produced 
satisfactory results. To support finger interaction, other 
flexible materials, such as those that include graphite 
particles, could be used. 
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